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Personal Identification Based on Deep Learning Technique
Using Facial Images for Intelligent Surveillance Systems
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to nominate person in order for active data receiving; (2)
systems which would not require an obligation to nominate
person for the task. The data should be received within a
passive manner in applications such as security monitoring
systems, detecting crime in the crowds and so on. In the first
kind of the applications, data of human retina, fingerprint can
only be received when human is required to provide
information for the systems. However, there are some
surveillance systems which are required to be actively and
fully automated in the task of data acquisition, meanwhile
recognition systems based on retinal image, fingerprints
could not be done. In this kind of applications, a human
recognition system based on face, or human walking style
information is applicable. Like human beings, the human
brain can identify the name of a person if it has enough
information about this person. In this study, we propose an
approach with expecting to be able to identify a large number
of human identities through their facial images by providing
an enough amount of image data for training a machine
learning model for human recognition and identification task.

Abstract—Identity recognition is a very important task in
intelligent surveillance systems. Today, identity recognition
systems have achieved high accuracy and widely used in specific
application areas such as recognition system based on retina
imaging in immigration inspection, civil security and citizen
management. In these systems, human is required to be
submissive for data acquisition to identify themselves. However,
the automated monitoring systems are required to be active for
information retrieval and human is passively monitored in this
situation. In this kind of approach, human recognition is still a
challenging task for the overall system performance. This study
proposes a solution for human identification based on the
human face recognition in images extracted from conventional
cameras at a low resolution and quality. Our proposed
approach for human identification is based on a deep learning
method for feature extraction and classification for human
identification using a similarity estimation. This approach was
evaluated on some standard databases which are available
online and also on our own collected dataset. The results from
the comparison to the state of the art approach illustrate that
our proposed approach achieves high accuracy and is suitable
for practical applications.
Index Terms—Personal identification, face image, feature
extraction.

I.

II. RELATED WORKS

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of science and
technology, monitoring systems based on artificial
intelligence techniques have been studied and applied in
many fields of security monitoring, medicine application,
education, intelligence transportation systems, etc. [1]-[4].
One of the most interesting orientations is focusing on how to
improve the efficiency and feasibility of monitoring solutions,
ensuring security in the specialized situation or public
applications [5]. In narrow specialized applications, that
systems could achieve high precision, such as human
identification systems using retinal image, DNA parsing,
fingerprint image, information types from other biometrics.
However, in public surveillance applications, there are many
limitations for human identification, for example, identifying
person's name in crowds at public airports or docks, train
stations.,. Thus, it is possible to classify the systems in some
different approaches: (1) systems which require an obligation
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Deep learning techniques have been widely studied by
many scientists and have achieved high accuracy in many
applications and research. Deep learning techniques have
been used extensively in various areas such as object
classification, product defecting monitoring, fraud detection,
handwriting recognition, voice recognition, medical
diagnosis, and so on. There are some studies, which related to
person identification, which is primarily driven by the use of
special biometric data. There are some groups researching on
the topic of identification based on analyzing the iris image,
retinal, blood vessel data such as [6]-[9]. Face biometric
quality assessment can be used for human recognition [10].
Authors presented a biometric quality assessment method for
facial image processing. In that method, a classifier is trained
for simultaneously predicting categories of facial image and
degree of the degradation. Experimental results on the
CASIA, FLW, YouTube dataset conducted that the proposed
approach the effectiveness of the proposed method. Another
author group presented an approach for multimodal biometric
personal identification and verification [9]. The method is a
cascaded multimodal biometric system with combination of
fingerprint and iris recognition. The key ideas for fingerprint
iris recognition are minutiae extraction of fingerprint
information and encoding the Log Gabor filtering. The
experiments on some dataset demonstrated the superior
performance of that approach compared to unimodal systems.
Another method also used iris for biometric identification
presented in a pattern [7]. Meanwhile authors in [6] presented
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a technique for online iris image compression and personal
identification, which called iris image compressor and
identifier. That method converts the iris image of eye in the
form of Laplace–Beltrami Spectra, then Laplace–Beltrami
spectra is converted into the form of Strakos matrix. The
matrices of Eigen values are calculated for identifying a
person. The proposed method was experimented on a
hundred iris images of CASIA database. The experimental
results illustrated that the method is robustness, efficient and
economically feasible. Patwari [8] presented an algorithm
using retinal blood vessels bifurcation for personal
identification. Their method focuses on detection of retina
blood vessels and measurement bifurcation points of blood
vessels. The proposed method was performed on real data of
300 images which collected and analyzed by doctors. That
algorithm achieved high accuracy score, which is suitable for
real application.
Other approaches focus on different kinds of information
for biometric measurement for human identification, such as
palatal, skin texture in [11]-[13]. Gibelli and et al. in [11]
presented method based on 3D superimposition techniques
for constructing 3D models of palatal reggae to personal
identification. The research provides a uniqueness
assessment of palatal rugae based on their anatomical 3D
conformations. Experimental results showed that the method
achieved high precision and applicable. A personal
recognition method based on hand back skin texture is
proposed in [12]. In that paper, authors investigated problem
of the hand back skin texture pattern for personal
identification and gender classification. The model was
trained and classified the hand back skin texture patterns in
good result scores. Evaluation results demonstrated an
efficient for assist human identification and gender
classification. Meanwhile, Yang and et al. in [14] proposed
an approach based on fusion at the feature level of finger vein
and finger dorsal texture. The method was compared the
state-of-the-art unimodal biometrics on the performance.
Compared results on established dataset illustrated that their
approach achieved higher identification accuracy and lower
equal error rates to other methods.
In different approach, our contribution presents an identity
recognition approach based on deep learning techniques
using facial image data, which is collected from surveillance
camera with normally quality of image.

task studied by the use of artificial intelligence and image
processing techniques for face detection and identification.
The general scheme of the identity recognition system is
shown in the diagram in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. General flowchart of the identity recognition system.

The proposed solution consists of two tasks: (1) detecting
positions of faces from the input image acquired from
surveillance cameras; (2) identity recognition of the detected
face regions from the first task. In this paper, we focus on
how to improve the accuracy of human identity recognition in
the second task. The task of facial detection was done by the
proposed method for real time face detection by Viola[15]. In
the detection task, a facial model was trained on a face dataset
using the Haar-like feature and AdaBoost classifier, resulting
in a detection model with detection rate of 98%s. We provide
a recognition solution based on the tasks of feature extraction
and identity recognition using deep learning approach. There
is a number of approaches for this problem with the use of
shallow learning techniques based on the traditional feature
extraction method. In traditional approaches, there are many
methods for feature extraction such as HOG, SHIFT, LBP,
Haar-wave... The feature extraction results are then fed as
inputs for classifiers trained by SVM, boosting, decision tree,
GA, etc. In our approach, deep learning technique is used for
both the objectives of feature extraction and classification
task.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Human identification plays an important role in many
applications such as monitoring and human management
systems. This research focuses on identity recognition based
on face information which is extracted from surveillance
cameras. According to previous discussion, identity
recognition uses special information of a person such as
retinal, irises, fingerprints, and other types of biometrics
often provide high accuracy and have been applied in
practical systems. However, there are some types of
applications that cannot coerce human to provide their
information. In this situation, the surveillance systems have
to be active for collecting the data and human is to be passive
in the process of systems.
This article presents some results on identity recognition

IV. ARCHITECTURE PROPOSAL
A. Deep Learning Architecture Construction
In general, there are some existing pre-trained models
which have already trained based on huge datasets such as
AlexNet, Googlenet, VGG, RCNN, ... that can be used for
transfer learning on our dataset. However, in our approach,
using of pre-trained models are inappropriate because the
input size of the old models is unsuitable to the collected
images. Additionally, the trained parameters do not
significantly support for improving accuracy of the identity
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recognition system. There are some ways for constructing the
deep learning network for object recognition. In this research,
we proposed a deep architecture based on a serial
convolutional neural network.
The deep network architecture includes 25 layers, as
shown in Table I, which consists of several network layers
such as input image layer, convolution layer, rectified linear
unit (ReLu) layer, standard cross normalization layer,
max-pooling layer, and fully connected layer. The network
model maps the input image into the serial hierarchical
analysis. The input layer of the network is processed on
image with 192×192×3 size.
TABLE I: THE DEEP NETWORK ARCHITECTURE CONSISTS OF 23 HIDDEN
LAYERS AND THE INPUT LAYER AND THE FINAL CLASSIFICATION LAYER
TT Layer name
Description
1

Image Input

192x192x3 image

2

Convolution

64 7x7x3 convolutions, stride [1 1]

3

ReLU

Rectify linear unit

4

Normalization

Cross channel normalization

5

Max Pooling

3x3 max pooling, stride [2 2]

6

Convolution

64 7x7x64 convolutions, stride [1 1]

7

ReLU

Rectified linear unit

8

Max Pooling

3x3 max pooling, stride [2 2]

9

Convolution

64 7x7x64 convolutions, stride [1 1]

10 ReLU

Rectified linear unit

11 Max Pooling

2x2 max pooling, stride [1 1]

12 Convolution

96 7x7x64 convolutions, stride [1 1]

13 ReLU

Rectified linear unit

14 Max Pooling

2x2 max pooling, stride [1 1]

15 Convolution

96 7x7x96 convolutions, stride [1 1]

16 ReLU

Rectified linear unit

17 Normalization

Cross channel normalization

18 Max Pooling

3x3 max pooling, stride [2 2]

19 FulConnection

1024 fully connected layer

20 ReLU

Rectified linear unit

21 FulConnection

512 fully connected layer

22 ReLU

Rectified linear unit

23 FulConnection

n fully connected layer

24 Softmax

Softmax

25 Classification

Crossentropyex n classes

data augmentation as follows.
Color normalization and balance: the facial images were
collected in different resources, illumination conditions and
from different types of devices. Therefore, it can help to
improve the system accuracy by normalization of the colors
of the images before using them for the training to improve
performance of classification system [22].
Geometry transformations: affine transformations such as
shearing, distorting and scaling randomly warp stroke data
for image classification [23]. Thus, affine transformations are
very well suited to augment data for improving the overall
performance and mitigating overfitting of the training task,
especially, in the case of deep learning. Images from the
training set are affine transformed for producing a larger
dataset used for training. We used various techniques for
resampling such as rotation, stretching, shearing: random
rotation with angle between -10°and 10°, random shearing
with angle between -10°and 10°; random shearing stretching
with stretch factor between 5° and 15°; flipping is also
applied in this situation because almost facial shapes are
mirror. All images are normalized by converting all pixels
into [-2.0, 2.0] range to create normalized data.

Fig. 2. Example of augmentation images: 30 outputs from an original input.
TABLE II: DATA AUGMENTATION FOR IMPROVING ACCURACY
Original set
Dataset

#Class

Augmentation

#Samp
ACC

#Samp

ACC

ATT-faces

40

240

25.00

6000

88.13

Our dataset

27

1673

91.89

18140

96.14

The accuracy result (ACC) of the recognition system when
training on the original dataset and the data augmentation
have shown that training on the augmented dataset has
significantly improving the accuracy rate of recognition
system. Especially, in the case of the ATT dataset, with only
10 samples for each class, the model is insufficient the
problem of under-fitting for training deep learning models. It
only results in the accuracy of 25%. However, the trained
model on augmented dataset have reached higher accuracy.

B. Data Augmentation for Training
One of the important problems in deep learning is the
required number of samples, which is large enough for
training a deep learning model for appropriate applications.
Therefore, it is important to augment data for small datasets.
Recently, there are some data augmentation method [16]-[21]
that were commonly used to augment data to avoid the
problem of data overfitting in deep learning. The underlying
concept of image augmentation is that the rotation, flipping,
and other deformations can be applied to enhance data
without changing and loosing characteristics and properties
of data. In our experiments, we have applied several kinds of

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the proposed method in comparison with the
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uniform image resolution with 92 × 112 pixels. Some
examples of facial pattern are shown in Fig. 3.
In this experiment, we partitioned dataset into 60%
samples for training and 40% samples for evaluation.
Different to our dataset, in ATT dataset, facial samples
contain of the entire face and head of a person. A comparison
on experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table III. The
results illustrated that our CNN model using training set,
which is augmented to 25 times, is significant improvement
to the traditional approach using HOG for feature description
and SVM for classification.

traditional approach on some datasets as a basis for the
evaluation. The comparisons were conducted using: (i) the
traditional method based on the use of HOG-feature
descriptor and SVM-recognition; (ii) a CNN model which
were trained on the original collected dataset; (iii) a CNN
model which were trained on the augmented dataset. Details
of the number of samples used for the training of (ii), (iii) and
the accuracy results are shown in Table II.
The comparison results between the traditional approach
and deep learning model trained on augmented dataset
showed that the recognition system based on CNN with data
augmentation is more accurate than shallow machine
learning. In the following subsections, details of the
evaluated results on some different datasets will be presented.

TABLE III: COMPARISON RESULTS OF HOG+SVM AND CNN ON
ATT-FACES DATASET
Training
samples

Test
samples

HOG+SVM

240

160

85,00%

Our CNN

6000

160

88.13%

Methodology

Accuracy

Fig. 5. Recognition results on each person of ATT-faces data.

Fig 3. Some facial examples of ATT-faces dataset.

B. Evaluation Results on Our Collected Dataset

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of recognition rate on ATT-faces.

A. Evaluation on AT&T Dataset
The ATT_faces dataset was created by the AT&T
Laboratories of Cambridge University [25]. This dataset
consists of 400 face images of forty people, each person
sampled with 10 different images, which stored in individual
folders for each person. The images were taken at different
times, changing light, facial expressions (eyes open/aiming,
smiling/ not smiling) and wearing glasses or without glasses.
All images are taken with a dark homogeneous background
for objects in an upright, frontal position (with tolerance for
some movement, a litter bit changes). Images with PGM
format and gray-scale value with 256 gray levels per pixel the

Fig. 6. Some facial examples of our collected dataset.

The experimental dataset was collected by our team, which
is called DStudent dataset. The data samples were taken by a
low-resolution camera which mounted in a class of a high
school. Facial images were captured under different lighting
conditions. Then sample images were cropped and
normalized so that each image contains the entire head with a
468
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full face. The DStudent dataset contains 2,787 faces of 27
different students. Each student was sampled from 100 to 110
facial samples. Some face patterns are shown in Fig. 6.
In our experiment, we used about 60% samples of each
student for training and about 40% sample of each student for
evaluation. Experimental results, which are shown in Table
IV. It illustrates that our CNN model trained on our dataset,
which is augmented to 25 times, is significantly improved in
compared with the traditional approach using HOG feature
description and SVM for classification.

data, comparing of several machine learning methods to
provide an effective solution for people identification
problem. Our contribution consists of conducting evaluations
to help the selection of an effective method for human
identification problem and providing resulted details of each
person identity with high accuracy using deep learning based
on convolutional neural network. However, the system was
only evaluated on a dataset with a small the number of people,
from 27 to 84 categorical people. In future, we are improving
the recognition model by experimenting on big dataset, so
that the system can be applied to real application in intelligent
monitoring systems.

TABLE IV: COMPARISON RESULTS ON OUR DATASET
Training
samples

Test
samples

HOG+SVM

1673

1114

92.18%

Our CNN

18140

1114

96.14%

Methodology

Accuracy
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